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Notre Dame International School

Elementary Department
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June 4, 1959
Awards

First Place Boxing Trophies:
Daniel Debevoise
Basha Hawariat
Max Chow
Raymond Cloutier
Paul Fiedler
Jeff Hoban
Alfredo Arias
Nathan Barnes
Herjanto Bambang
Larry Yavorsky
Yetbarek Begashet
Nay Cannabrava
Amable Ortiz

Second Place Boxing Medals:
Peter Maigret
Nicholas Wilkinson
James Schwenk
Robert Weeks
Ronald Driscoll
Walter Chow
Patrick Toffler
Michael Fitzgibbons
Sasad Husseini
Mokoto Nakamura
Benito Nigrini
Hassan Husseini
Nino Orsini
Richard Driscoll

Spelling Medals:
Peter Maigret
James Owens
Yasutaka Edahiro
James Torbert
Paul Patino

Art Medals:
Peter Giordano
Alfonso Arias
Roy Fisher
Herjanto Bambang
Adolfo Arias

Track Meet Medals Grades Seven and Eight:

100 YD DASH
1. Larry Yavorsky
2. Peter Jameison
3. Nay Cannabrava

STANDING BROAD JUMP
1. Robin Akers
2. Jaques Goyard
3. Knute Heen

RUNNING BROAD JUMP

Class A
1. James Aimeone
2. Larry Miller
3. Nay Cannabrava

Class B
1. Dixon Curtis
2. Robert Paoli
3. Adolfo Arias

THREE LEGGED RACE

Class A
1. Francis Flavin, Mokoto Nakamura
2. Hassan Husseini
3. James Torbert

Class B
1. Domenico Correa-Ugarte
2. David Robson
3. Ian Booth
4. Peter Mahaffey
5. Donald Harper
6. Sadad Husseini
60 YD DASH

Class A
1. James Aimone
2. Larry Miller
3. Robin Akers

Class B
1. Adolfo Arias
2. Amable Ortiz
3. Benjamin Turnage

440 YD RELAY

1. James Aimone, Robin Akers, Peter Jameison, Jeff Hoban
2. Larry Miller, Larry Yavorsky, Richard Green, Ian Booth
3. Sivaporn Dardarananda, Alfredo Arias, Michael Fitzgibbons, Nino Orsini

Track Meet Medals ....... Grade Four :

50 YD DASH

25 YD DASH
1. Riccardo Coles, 2. Bernard Richmond, 3. Haruki Yasuda

THREE LEGGED RACE
1. Robert Cockrell, Peter Giordano
2. Stephen Ravarino, Jo McIntire
3. Lorenzo De Meyo, John Nyren

SOFTBALL THROW

BROAD JUMP

100 YD RELAY
1. Peter Giordano, Lorenzo De Meyo, Peter Maigret, David Hine
2. Nabutaka Edahiro, Bernard Richmond, T. S. Shri, Kerdoon Chareonying
3. Jo McIntire, Rajan Sharma, Haurki Yasuda, Riccardo Coles

Mathematics Honors :

John Nyren, Kunihiko Yasuda, Charles Byrne, James Torbert, Larry Yavorsky

Language Honors :

French    Vance Gordon
English   Albert Kao
Italian   Walter Chow
Foul Shooting Medals:

Murray Jackson, David Young, Ronald Driscoll, Vincent Witowski, Larry Miller

Softball Medals ........ Grades Five and Six:

Robert Weeks .... Ranjid Williams .... John Brown
David Young .... Raymond Cloutier .... Irwan Soejotto
Nicholas Pratt .... Christopher Mudd .... Christopher Kelley
Richard Harkin

Swimming Meet Awards:

1. 25 M. SIDE STROKE

2. 50 M. BACK CRAWL

3. 25 M. ELEMENTARY BACKSTROKE

4. 50 M. BREAST STROKE
   1. Michael Brown, 2. Christopher Mudd, 3. Ronald Driscoll

5. 50 M. SIDE STROKE

6. 50 M. FREE STYLE

7. 25 M. FREE STYLE

Scholarship Medals:

Nabutaka Edahiro .... Charles Byrne .... Jonathan Hine
William Toffler .... Yasutaka Edahiro .... Vance Gordon
Walter Chow .... Michael Brown .... Larry Yavorsky

Varsity Basketball Trophies:

Co-Captain Robert Paoli .... Richard Driscoll .... Jeff Hoban
Co-Captain Larry Yavorsky .... Amable Ortiz .... Kevin McCoy
Benjamin Turnage .... Dixon Curtis .... Robert Weeks
James Aimone .... Yetbarek Begashet .... Manager Paul Patino
Larry Miller ....
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Special Awards

Rocky Marciano "Most Powerful Boxer Award"

Nay Cannabrava

Pan American "Best All Around Boxer" award

Benito Nigrini

Tikorio Mitri "Most Scientific Boxer" award

Alfredo Arias
(Award presented at the Boxing Tourney)

Notre Dame Invitational Basketball Tourney's "Best All Around Player"

James Aimone
(Award presented at the Olympic Stadium)

Elementary School Presidential Medal

Peter Born

Notre Dame "Man of the Year" Trophy

Paul Patino

The following awards will be presented at the Graduation Exercises on June 6.
Bishop Martin O'Connor Medal for Religion

Charles Byrne

The Medal for General Excellence

Vance Gordon

The Medal for Achievement

Kerjanto Bambang